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Abstract. We propose a symbolic semantics for the finite applied pi calculus,
which is a variant of the pi calculus with extensions for modelling cryptographic
protocols. By treating inputs symbolically, our semanticsavoids potentially infi-
nite branching of execution trees due to inputs from the environment. Correctness
is maintained by associating with each process a set of constraints on terms. We
define a sound symbolic labelled bisimulation relation. This is an important step
towards automation of observational equivalence for the finite applied pi calculus,
e.g. for verification of anonymity or strong secrecy properties.

1 Introduction

Theapplied pi calculus[2] is a derivative of the pi calculus that is specialised formod-
elling cryptographic protocols. Participants in a protocol are modelled as processes, and
the communication between them is modelled by means of channels, names and mes-
sage passing. The main difference with the pi calculus is that the applied pi calculus
allows one to manipulatecomplex data, instead of just names. These data are generated
by a term algebra and equality is treated modulo anequational theory. For instance the
equationdec(enc(x, y), y) = x models the fact that encryption and decryption with the
same key cancel out in the style of the Dolev-Yao model. Such complex data requires
the use of a special kind of processes calledactive substitutions. As an example con-
sider the following process and reduction step.

νa, k.out(c, enc(a, k)).P
νx.out(c,x)
−−−−−−−→ νa, k.(P | {enc(a,k)/x}).

The process outputs a secret namea which has been encrypted with the secret keyk
on a public channelc. The active substitution{enc(a,k)/x} gives the environment the
ability to access the termenc(a, k) via the fresh variablex without revealinga or k.
The applied pi calculus also generalizes thespi calculus[3] which only allows a fixed
set of built-in primitives (symmetric and public-key encryption), while the applied pi
calculus allows one to define a variety of primitives by meansof an equational theory.

One of the difficulties in automating the proof of propertiesof systems in the ap-
plied pi calculus is the infinite number of possible behaviours of the attacker, even in
the case that the protocol process itself is finite. When the process requests an input
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from the environment, the attacker can give any term which can be constructed from
the terms it has learned so far in the protocol, and thereforethe execution tree of the
process is potentially infinite-branching. To address thisproblem, researchers have pro-
posedsymbolic abstractionsof processes, in which terms input from the environment
are represented as symbolic variables, together with some constraints. These constraints
describe the knowledge of the attacker (and therefore, the range of possible values of
the symbolic variable) at the time the input was performed.

Reachability propertiescan be verified by deciding satisfiability of constraint sys-
tems resulting from symbolic executions of process algebras (e.g. [16, 4]). Similarly,
off-line guessing attackscoded asstatic equivalencebetween process states [5] can
be decided using such symbolic executions, but this requires one to check the equiv-
alence of constraint systems, rather than satisfiability. Decision procedures for both
satisfiability [11] and equivalence [5] of constraint systems exist for significant families
of equational theories.Observational equivalence properties, which can be character-
ized as a bisimulation, express the inability of the attacker to distinguish between two
processes no matter how it interacts with them. These properties are useful for mod-
elling anonymity and privacy properties (e.g. [12]), as well as strong secrecy. Symbolic
methods have also been used for bisimulation in process algebras [14, 9]. In particular,
Borgstr̈om et al. [10] define a sound symbolic bisimulation for the spi calculus.

In this paper we propose a symbolic semantics for the appliedpi calculus together
with a sound symbolic bisimulation. To show that a symbolic bisimulation implies the
concrete one, we generally need to prove that the symbolic semantics is both sound and
complete. The semantics of the applied pi calculus is not well suited for defining such a
symbolic semantics. In particular, we argue in Section 2 that defining a symbolic struc-
tural equivalence which is both sound and complete seems impossible. The absence of
sound and complete symbolic structural equivalence significantly complicates the proof
of our main result. We therefore split it into two parts. We define a more restricted se-
mantics which will provide anintermediaterepresentation of applied pi calculus pro-
cesses. These intermediate processes are a selected (but sufficient) subset of the original
processes. One may think of them as being processes in some kind of normal form. We
equip these intermediate processes with a labelled bisimulation that coincides with the
original one. Then we present a symbolic semantics which is both sound and complete
with respect to the intermediate one and give a sound symbolic bisimulation. To keep
track of the constraints on symbolic variables we associatea separate constraint system
to each symbolic process. Keeping these constraint systemsseparate allows us to have
a clean separation between the bisimulation and the constraint solving part. In particu-
lar we can directly build on existing work [5] and obtain a decision procedure for our
symbolic bisimulation for a significant family of equational theories whenever the con-
straint system does not contain disequalities. This corresponds to the fragment of the
applied pi calculus without else branches in the conditional. For this fragment, one may
also notice that our symbolic semantics can be used to verifyreachability properties
using the constraint solving techniques from [11]. Anotherside-effect of the separa-
tion between the processes and the constraint system is thatwe forbidα-conversion on
symbolic processes as we lose the scope of names in the constraint system, but allow
explicit renaming when necessary (usingnaming environments). We believe that the



simplicity of our intermediate calculus (especially the structural equivalence) and the
absence ofα-conversion is appealing in view of an implementation. Finally, one may
note that as in [10, 8], our technique for deciding bisimulation is incomplete (see Sec-
tion 5.1). However, we argue that our technique works for many interesting cases. The
intermediate semantics and proofs are omitted, but can be found in [13].

2 The Applied Pi Calculus

The applied pi calculus [2] is a language for describing processes and their interactions.
We only consider thefiniteapplied pi calculus which does not have process replication.
Details about syntax and semantics of the original applied pi calculus may be found
in [2]. We briefly recall them for the convenience of the reader.

Terms are defined as names, variables, and function symbols applied to other terms
(of base type). We denote byN (resp.X ) the set of names (resp. variables) and dis-
tinguish the setNch (resp.Xch) of channel names (resp. variables) and the setNb
(resp.Xb) of names (resp. variables) of base type. We define the equations which hold
on terms as an equational theoryE. We denote=E the equivalence relation induced
by E. A typical example of an equational theory isdec(enc(x, y), y) = x.

Plain processes(P ,Q,R) are built up in a similar way to processes in the pi calcu-
lus, except that messages can contain terms (rather than just names).Extended processes
(A, B, C) addactive substitutions{M/x}, and restriction on variables. An evaluation
contextC[ ] is an extended process with a hole instead of an extended process.

As usual, names and variables have scopes, which are delimited by restrictions and
by inputs. We writefv(A), bv(A), fn(A) and bn(A) for the sets of free and bound
variables (resp. names). In an extended process, there is atmost one substitution for
each variable, and exactly one when the variable is restricted. An extended process is
closedif all its variables are either bound or defined by an active substitution. Active
substitutions allow us to map an extended processA to its frameφ(A) by replacing
every plain process inA with 0. The domain of a frameϕ, denoted bydom(ϕ), is the
set of variables for whichϕ contains a substitution{M/x} not underνx.

Throughout the paper we always suppose that substitutions are cycle-free. Given
substitutionsσ1 andσ2 with dom(σ1) ∩ dom(σ2) = ∅, we writeσ1 ∪ σ2 to denote the
substitution whose domain isdom(σ1) ∪ dom(σ2) and that is equal toσ1 on dom(σ1)
and toσ2 ondom(σ2). We writeσ1σ2 for the substitutionσ whose domain isdom(σ1)
and such thatxσ = (xσ1)σ2. We defineimg(σ) to be{xσ | x ∈ dom(σ)}. We writeσ⋆

to emphasize that we iterate the substitution until obtaining idempotence.

Semantics. Structural equivalence, noted≡, is the smallest equivalence relation on ex-
tended processes that is closed underα-conversion on names and variables, application
of evaluation contexts, and some other standard rules such as associativity and com-
mutativity of the parallel operator and commutativity of the bindings. In addition the
following three rules are related to active substitutions and equational theories:

νx.{M/x} ≡ 0, {M/x} | A ≡ {M/x} | A{M/x}, and{M/x} ≡ {N/x} if M =E N



As mentioned in the introduction, it seems difficult to definesymbolic structural
equivalence (≡s) which is sound and complete in the following (informal) sense:

– Soundness: Ps ≡s Qs implies for any valid instantiationσ, Psσ ≡ Qsσ;
– Completeness:Psσ ≡ Q implies there existsQs such thatPs ≡s Qs andQsσ = Q.

To see this, consider the processP = in(c, x).in(c, y).out(c, f(x)).out(c, g(y)) which
can be reduced toP ′ = out(c, f(M1)).out(c, g(M2)) whereM1 andM2 are two arbi-
trary terms provided by the environment. In the case thatf(M1) =E g(M2), we have
P ′ ≡ νz.(out(c, z).out(c, z) | {f(M1)/z}), but this structural equivalence does not hold
wheneverf(M1) 6=E g(M2). The aim of our symbolic semantics is to avoid instantiat-
ing the variablesx andy: the processP would reduce toP ′s = out(c, f(x)).out(c, g(y)).
In this case we need to keep auxiliary information that allows us to infer thatx andy
may take arbitrary values. The processP ′s represents the two cases in whichx andy are
equal or distinct. Hence, the question of whether the symbolic structural equivalence
P ′s ≡s νz.(out(c, z).out(c, z) | {f(x)/z}) is valid cannot be decided, as it depends on
the concrete values ofx andy. Therefore, our notion of symbolic structural equivalence
is sound but not complete in the sense above (we will give a weaker completeness re-
sult). This seems to be an inherent problem and it propagatesto internal and labelled
reduction, since they are closed under structural equivalence. In this example, thecon-
trol flow is not affected by whetherf(x) =E g(y). When control flow is affected by
conditions on input variables, we maintain those conditions as a set of constraints.

Internal reduction→ is the smallest relation on extended processes closed understruc-
tural equivalence and application of evaluation contexts such that
COMM out(a,M).P | in(a, x).Q→ P | Q{M/x}
THEN if M = N thenP elseQ→ P whereM =E N
ELSE if M = N thenP elseQ→ Q whereM,N are ground andM 6=E N

Note that the presentation of the internal reduction slightly differs from the one given
in [2], but it is easily shown to be equivalent.

The operational semantics is extended by alabelledoperational semantics enabling
us to reason about processes that interact with their environment. Below,a andc are
channel names whereasx is a variable of base type.

IN in(a, x).P
in(a,M)
−−−−−→ P{M/x}

OUT-CH out(a, c).P
out(a,c)
−−−−−→ P

OPEN-CH
A
out(a,c)
−−−−−→ A′ c 6= a

νc.A
νc.out(a,c)
−−−−−−−→ A′

OUT-T out(a,M).P
νx.out(a,x)
−−−−−−−→ P | {M/x}

x 6∈ fv(P ) ∪ fv(M)

SCOPE
A
α
−→ A′ u does not occur inα

νu.A
α
−→ νu.A′

bn(α) ∩ fn(B) = ∅

PAR
A
α
−→ A′ bv(α) ∩ fv(B) = ∅

A | B
α
−→ A′ | B

STRUCT
A ≡ B B

α
−→ B′ A′ ≡ B′

A
α
−→ A′

Our rules differ slightly from those described in [2], although we prove in [13] that
labelled bisimulation in our system coincides with labelled bisimulation in [2].

Equivalences.In [2], it is shown that observational equivalence coincides with labelled
bisimilarity. This relation is like the usual definition of bisimilarity, except that at each
step one additionally requires that the processes are statically equivalent.



Definition 1 (static equivalence (∼)). Two closed framesϕ1, ϕ2 arestatically equiva-
lent if ϕ1 ≡ νñ.σ1 andϕ2 ≡ νñ.σ2 for some names̃n and substitutionsσ1, σ2 s.t.

(i) dom(ϕ1) = dom(ϕ2),
(ii) ∀M,N such that(fn(M) ∪ fn(N)) ∩ ñ = ∅,Mσ1 =E Nσ1 ⇔Mσ2 =E Nσ2.

Example 1.Let ϕ0 = νk.σ0 andϕ1 = νk.σ1 whereσ0 = {enc(s0, k)/x1, k/x2},
σ1 = {enc(s1, k)/x1, k/x2} and s0, s1 and k are names. LetE be the theory de-
fined by the axiomdec(enc(x, y), y) = x. We havedec(x1, x2)σ0 =E s0 whereas
dec(x1, x2)σ1 6=E s0, thusϕ0 6∼ ϕ1.

Definition 2 (labelled bisimilarity (≈)). Labelled bisimilarityis the largest symmetric
relationR on closed extended processes, such thatAR B implies

1. φ(A) ∼ φ(B),
2. ifA→ A′, thenB →∗ B′ andA′ R B′ for someB′,
3. if A

α
→ A′ and fv(α) ⊆ dom(A) andbn(α) ∩ fn(B) = ∅, thenB →∗

α
→→∗ B′

andA′ R B′ for someB′.

3 Constraint Systems

The idea of symbolic semantics is to avoid infinite branchingdue to inputs from the
environment. This is achieved by inputting a variable rather than one of infinitely many
possible terms, and maintainingconstraintson what value the variable may take.

Definition 3 (constraint system).A constraint systemC is a set of constraints where
every constraint is either

– a deducibility constraintof the formϕ  x whereϕ is a frame andx a variable, or
– a constraint of the formM = N ,M 6= N or gd(M) whereM,N are terms.

The constraintϕ  x is useful for specifying the informationϕ held by the envi-
ronment when it supplies an inputx. The constraintgd(M) means thatM is ground.
We denote bynames(C) (resp.vars(C)) for the names (resp. variables) ofC. We define
cv(C) = {x | ϕ  x ∈ C} to be theconstraint variablesof C, and assume that those
constraint variables do not appear in the domain of any framein C. The constraint sys-
tems that we consider arise while executing symbolic processes. We therefore restrict
ourselves towell-formedconstraint systems, capturing the fact that the knowledge of
the environment always increases along the execution: we allow it to use more names
and variables (less restrictions) or give it access to more terms (larger substitution).

More formally,φ1
def
= νũ1.σ1 � νũ2.σ2

def
= φ2 if ũ1 ⊇ ũ2, anddom(σ1) ⊆ dom(σ2)

and∀y ∈ dom(σ1). yσ1 = yσ2.

Definition 4 (well-formed constraint system).A constraint systemC is well-formed
if its deducibility constraints can be writtenφ1  x1, . . . , φℓ  xℓ such thatφ1 � φ2 �
. . . � φn and∀i. 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, ∀x ∈ vars(img(φi)) ∩ cv(C), ∃j < i. x = xj .



The second condition corresponds to the way in which variables are bound: each time
a symbolic messageM (which may contain variables) is put in the frame the variables
in vars(M) have to have been previously instantiated. Hence, those variables have to
appear on the right of a smaller deducibility constraint. Given a constraint systemC
we writeDed(C) = {φ1  x1, . . . , φℓ  xℓ}. Two well-formed constraint systemsC
andC′ withDed(C) = {φ1  x1, . . . , φℓ  xℓ} andDed(C′) = {φ′1  x′1, . . . , φ

′

ℓ  x′ℓ}
havesame basisif xi = x′i anddom(φi) = dom(φ′i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.

Definition 5 (E-solution).LetC be a well-formed constraint system such thatDed(C) =
{φ1  x1, . . . , φℓ  xℓ} where eachφi = νũi.σi for somẽui and some substitutionσi.
An E-solutionof C is a substitutionθ whose domain iscv(C) and such that

– vars(xiθ) ∩ cv(C) = ∅ andvars(xiθ) ∩ (dom(φℓ) r dom(φi)) = ∅;
– names(xiθ) ∩ ũi = ∅ andvars(xiθ) ∩ ũi = ∅;
– for “M = N ” ∈ C (resp. “M 6= N ” ∈ C) , we haveM(θσℓ)

⋆ =E N(θσℓ)
⋆ (resp.

M(θσℓ)
⋆ 6=E N(θσℓ)

⋆);
– for “ gd(M)” ∈ C, we have that the termM(θσℓ)

⋆ is ground.

We denote bySolE(C) the set ofE-solutions ofC. An E-solution θ of C is closedif
vars(xiθ) ⊆ dom(φi) for anyi ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}.

Example 2.Let C = {νk.νs.{enc(s,k)/y1
,k /y2

}  x′ , gd(c) , x′ = s}. Let E be the
equational theorydec(enc(x, y), y) = x andθ = {dec(y1,y2)/x′}. We have thatθ is a
closedE-solution ofC. Note thatθ′ = {dec(y1,k)/x′} is not anE-solution ofC.

4 Symbolic Applied Pi Calculus

Intermediate extended processes(denotedA,B,C) are given by the grammar below.
They may be seen as an extended process in normal form.

P,Q,R := inter. plain process
0
P | Q
if M = N thenP elseQ
in(u, x).P
out(u,N).P

F,G,H := P inter. framed process
{M/x}
F | G

A,B,C := F inter. extended processes
νn.A

A symbolic process is an intermediate extended process together with aconstraint
system. We require intermediate extended processes to be

– name and variable distinct(nv-distinct): bn(A)∩ fn(A) = bv(A)∩ fv(A) = ∅ and
any name and variable is bound at most once; and

– applied, meaning that each variable indom(A) occurs only once inA.

Intuitively, in an applied process all active substitutions have been applied. For instance
the extended process out(c, x) | {M/x} is not applied, asx occurs twice. A symbolic
process is made up of two parts: a process and a constraint system. The nv-distinctness
condition allows us to link the names and the variables in theconstraint systems to
those used in the process. We denote byψ(A) the substitution obtained when taking
the active substitutions{M/x} in A. We now define the↓ operator which transforms an
nv-distinct process into an intermediate process.



Definition 6 (A↓). Given an nv-distinct extended processA, the intermediate extended
processA↓ is defined inductively as follows.

0↓ = 0
{M/x}↓ = {M/x}

in(u, x).P↓ = νñ.in(u, x).P ′

out(u,N).P↓ = νñ.out(u,N).P ′
(νn.A)↓ = νn.(A↓)
(νx.A)↓ = Ã

if M = N thenP elseQ↓ = νñ.νm̃.if M = N thenP ′ elseQ′

(A | B)↓ = νñ.νm̃.(A′ | B′)(ψ(A′) ∪ ψ(B′))⋆

whereP↓ = νñ.P ′, Q↓ = νm̃.Q′, A↓ = νñ.A′, B↓ = νm̃.B′, andÃ isA↓ but with
the unique occurrence of{M/x} replaced by 0.

For example, letA = νx.(in(c, y).νb.out(a, x) | {f(b)/x}). ThenA↓ = νb.in(c, y).
out(a, f(b)). Note that the processesA andA↓ are bisimilar but not structurally equiv-
alent. As expected, anintermediate contextis an intermediate extended process with a
hole instead of an intermediate extended process. Anintermediate evaluation contextis
an intermediate context whose hole is not under a conditional, an input or an output. We
also define what it means to apply an evaluation context on a constraint system. This is
needed because we define the semantics in a compositional way.

Definition 7 (constraint systemC[C]). LetC = νñ.( | D) be an intermediate evalu-
ation context ande be a constraint. We have that

– C[e] = eψ(D) whene is a constraint of the formM = N ,M 6= N or gd(M);
– C[νṽ.σ  x] = νñ.νṽ.(σ ∪ ψ(D))  x otherwise.

Given a constraint systemC, we have thatC[C] = {C[e] | e ∈ C}.

As we do not allowα-conversion we explicitly run intermediate extended processes
in a naming environmentN : N ∪ X → {n, f, b, c}. Intuitively, N(u) = f if the name
or variableu occursfree in A, andN(u) = b if u has beenboundand will not be
used again.N(u) = n meansu is new and has not been used before, either as free
or bound.N(x) = c means that the variablex is a constraintvariable (i.e. an input
from the environment subject to constraints inC). This discipline helps us avoid name
and variable conflicts. IfN(u) = t then the naming environmentN′ = N[u 7→ t′]
is defined to be the same asN except thatN′(u) = t′; andN[U 7→ t′] is defined as
N[u1 7→ t′, . . . , un 7→ t′] if U = {u1, . . . , un}. If U is a set of names and variables
thenN(U) = {N(u) | u ∈ U}, and we writeN(U) = t if N(U) ⊆ {t}. A naming
environmentN is compatible with an intermediate extended processA and a constraint
systemC if

– N(fn(A)) = f

– N(fv(A)) ⊆ {f, c}
– N(bn(A) ∪ bv(A)) = b

– N(x) = c iff x ∈ cv(C)
– N(names(C)) ⊆ {f, b}
– N(vars(C)) ⊆ {f, c, b}

Definition 8 (Symbolic process).A symbolic processis a triple (A ; C ; Ns) whereA
is an intermediate extended process,C a constraint system andNs a naming environ-
ment compatible withA andC. The symbolic process(A ; C ; N) is well-formedif C is
well-formed and ifφ(A) � max{φ | φ  x ∈ C} whenDed(C) 6= ∅.

Given a well-formed symbolic process(A ; C ; N) we define bySolE(C ; N) the set of
solutions ofC which are compatible withN, i.e.

SolE(C,N) = {θ | θ ∈ SolE(C),N(names(img(θ)) ∪ vars(img(θ))) = f}.



Example 3.LetA = out(c, x), C = {νa.νb.{b/y}  x, x 6= c} andN be a naming en-
vironment compatible withA andC such thatN(d) = f. Let θ1 = {d/x}, θ2 = {y/x}.
We have thatθ1, θ2 ∈ SolE(C,N). Hence out(c, d) (resp. out(c, b)) is the concrete pro-
cess obtained by the solutionθ1 (resp.θ2). However, note that out(c, a) is not a con-
cretization of(A ; C ; N).

4.1 Symbolic Semantics

Symbolic structural equivalence(≡s) is the smallest equivalence relation on well-formed
symbolic processes such that:

PAR-0s (A ; C ; N) ≡s (A | 0 ; C ; N)
PAR-As (A | (B | D) ; C ; N) ≡s ((A | B) | D ; C ; N)
PAR-Cs (A | B ; C ; N) ≡s (B | A ; C ; N)
NEW-Cs (νn.νm.A ; C ; N) ≡s (νm.νn.A ; C ; N)

(A ; CA ; N) ≡s (B ; CB ; N)

(C[A] ; C[CA] ; N′) ≡s (C[B] ; C[CB] ; N′)

whereN′ = N[S 7→ b] for some set
of namesS such thatN(S) = f

Symbolic internal reduction→s is the smallest relation on well-formed symbolic pro-
cesses closed under≡s, application of intermediate evaluation context and such that:

COMMs (out(u,M).P | in(v, x).Q ; C ; N)→s
(P | Q{M/x} ; C ∪ {u = v , gd(u) , gd(v)} ; N)

whereu, v ∈ Nch ∪ (cv(C) ∩ Xch).

THENs (if M = N thenP elseQ ; C ; N)→s (P ; C ∪ {M = N} ; N)

ELSEs (if M = N thenP elseQ ; C ; N)→s (Q ; C ∪ {M 6= N ; gd(M) ; gd(N)} ; N)

Symbolic labelled reductionis the smallest relation closed under symbolic structural
equivalence (≡s) and such that

INs (in(u, x).P ; C ; N)
in(u,y)
−−−−→s (P{y/x} ; C ∪ {0  y, gd(u)} ; N[y 7→ c])

whereu ∈ Nch ∪ (Xch ∩ cv(C)), N(y) = n.

OUT-CHs (out(u, v).P ; C ; N)
out(u,v)
−−−−−→s (P ; C ∪ {gd(u), gd(v)} ; N)

whereu, v ∈ Nch ∪ (Xch ∩ cv(C)).
OUT-Ts

(out(u,M).P ; C ; N)
νx.out(u,x)
−−−−−−−→s (P | {M/x} ; νx.C ∪ {gd(u)} ; N[x 7→ f])

wherex ∈ Xb, N(x) = n.

OPEN-CHs (A ; C ; N)
out(u,c)
−−−−−→s (A′ ; C′ ; N′) u 6= c, d ∈ Nch, N(d) = n

(νc.A ; νc.C ; N[c 7→ b])
νd.out(u,d)
−−−−−−−→s (A′{d/c} ; νd.(C′{d/c}) ; N′[c 7→ b, d 7→ f])

SCOPEs
(A ; C ; N)

α
−→s (A′ ; C′ ; N′) n does not occur inα

(νn.A ; νn.C ; N[n 7→ b])
α
−→s (νn.A′ ; νn.C′ ; N[n 7→ b])

PARs
(A ; C ; N)

α
−→s (A′ ; C′ ; N′)

(A | B ; C | ψ(B) ; N)
α
−→s (A′ | B ; C | ψ(B) ; N′)



We may note that the rules INs and OPEN-CHs require “on-the-fly renaming”. This
will be needed in the bisimulation because we require both the left- and right-hand
processes to use the same label without allowingα-conversion. When a transition is
executed under a context (by the rules SCOPEs and PARs) the constraint system must
also be put in the context (according to Definition 7). In particular, these rules allow to
add restrictions and active substitutions to the constraint 0  y inserted by the rule INs.

Example 4.To illustrate our symbolic semantics, consider the process(A ; ∅ ; N)
whereA = νk.νs.(in(c, x).if x = s then out(c, ok) | {enc(s,k)/y1

} | {k/y2
}) andN is

a naming environment compatible withA. Letx′ be a variable such thatN(x′) = n.

(A ; ∅ ; N)
in(c,x′)
−−−−−→s (A′ ; {νk.νs.{enc(s,k)/y1

,k /y2
}  x′ , gd(c)} ; N[x′ 7→ c])

−−→s (νk.νs.(out(c, ok) | {enc(s,k)/y1
} | {k/y2

}) ; C ; N[x′ 7→ c])

whereA′ = νk.νs.(if x′ = s then out(c, ok) | {enc(s,k)/y1
} | {k/y2

}) andC is the
system{νk.νs.{enc(s,k)/y1

,k /y2
}  x′ , gd(c) , x′ = s}. Let θ = {dec(y1,y2)/x′}. We

haveθ ∈ SolE(C ; N[x′ 7→ c]) (see Example 2).

4.2 Symbolic Equivalences

We define symbolic static equivalence using a similar encoding as [5]. The tests used to
distinguish two frames in the definition of static equivalence are encoded by means of
two additional deduction constraints on fresh variablesx, y and by the equationx = y.

Definition 9 (symbolic static equivalence (∼s)). Two closed well-formed symbolic
processes arestatically equivalent, written (As ; CA ; N) ∼s (Bs ; CB ; N) if for
some variablesx, y such thatN({x, y}) = n, the constraint systemsC′A, C′B have the
same basis andSolE(C′A ; N[x, y 7→ c]) = SolE(C′B ; N[x, y 7→ c]) where

– C′A = CA ∪ {φ(As)  x , φ(As)  y , x = y}, and
– C′B = CB ∪ {φ(Bs)  x , φ(Bs)  y , x = y}.

Proposition 1 (soundness of∼s). Consider two closed and well-formed symbolic pro-
cesses such that(As ; CA ; N) ∼s (Bs ; CB ; N). We have that:

1. SolE(CA ; N) = SolE(CB ; N), and
2. for all closedθ ∈ SolE(CA ; N) we haveφ(As(θσA)⋆) ∼ φ(Bs(θσB)⋆), whereσA

(resp.σB) is the substitution corresponding to the maximal frame ofCA (resp.CB).

Definition 10 (Symbolic labelled bisimilarity (≈s)). Symbolic labelled bisimilarityis
the largest symmetric relationR on closed well-formed symbolic processes with same
naming environment, such that(As ; CA ; N) R (Bs ; CB ; N) implies

1. (As ; CA ; N) ∼s (Bs ; CB ; N)
2. if (As ; CA ; N) →s (A′s ; C′A ; N) with SolE(C′A ; N) 6= ∅, then there exists

(B′s ; C′B ; N) such that(Bs ; CB ; N)→∗s (B′s ; C′B ; N) and (A′s ; C′A ; N) R
(B′s ; C′B ; N);



3. if (As ; CA ; N)
αs→s (A′s ; C′A ; N′) with SolE(C′A ; N′) 6= ∅, then there exists

(B′s ; C′B ; N′) such that(Bs ; CB ; N) →∗s
αs−→s→

∗

s (B′s ; C′B ; N′), and
(A′s ; C′A ; N′) R (B′s ; C′B ; N′).

Baudet [6] presents a (co-NP) decision procedure to check∼s (condition 1) for
constraint systems without disequality constraints and subterm convergent4 equational
theories. This includes among others the well-known Dolev-Yao theory used to model
symmetric (resp. asymmetric) encryption with composed keys, signatures and pairing.
Building on this existing work, we obtain a procedure to decide our symbolic bisim-
ulation for the fragment of the finite applied pi calculus without else branches in the
conditional.

Theorem 1 (Main result). LetA andB be two closed, nv-distinct extended processes
andN be a naming environment compatible withA↓,B↓. We have that

(A↓ ; ∅ ; N) ≈s (B↓ ; ∅ ; N) impliesA ≈ B.

Note that limiting the theorem to nv-distinct processes is not a real restriction. If we
want to prove thatA ≈ B, we can construct byα-conversion two nv-distinct pro-
cessesA′, B′ such thatA′ ≡ A andB′ ≡ B. ShowingA′ ≈ B′ implies thatA ≈ B,
since≈ is closed under structural equivalence.

Theorem 1 is proved by using our intermediate semantics. We define labelled bisim-
ilarity on intermediate extended processes, and show it to coincide with labelled bisim-
ilarity in applied pi. Soundness and completeness of the symbolic semantics is shown
with respect to the intermediate semantics. This allows to obtain soundness of the sym-
bolic bisimulation. All the details are given in [13].

5 Discussion, Related and Future Work

5.1 Sources of Incompleteness

Our techniques suffer from the same sources of incompleteness as the ones described
for the spi calculus in [10]. In a symbolic bisimulation the instantiation of input vari-
ables is postponed until the point at which they are actuallyused, leading to a finer
relation. We illustrate this point on an example, similar toone given in [10].

Example 5.Consider the two following processes:

P1 = νc1.in(c2, x).(out(c1, b) | in(c1, y) | if x = a then in(c1, z).out(c2, a))
Q1 = νc1.in(c2, x).(out(c1, b) | in(c1, y) | in(c1, z).if x = a then out(c2, a))

We have thatP1 ≈ Q1 whereas(P1 ; ∅ ; N) 6≈s (Q1 ; ∅ ; N) for any compatible
naming environmentN. Depending on the value of the input, i.e. ifx is equal toa or
not,P1 andQ1 know if the testx = a will succeed or not. However, on the symbolic
side, the instantiation ofx is postponed until the moment wherex is really used, i.e.
until the moment of the test itself, when it is too late to choose the right branch.

4 An equational theory induced by a finite set of equationsM = N whereN is a subterm ofM
and such that the associated rewriting system is convergent.



5.2 Related Work

A pioneering work has been done by Henessy and Lin [14] for value-passing CCS.
However, the result which is most closely related to ours is by Borgstr̈om et al. [10]:
they define a symbolic bisimulation for the spi calculus withthe same sources of in-
completeness as we have. However, our treatment of general equational theories is non
trivial as illustrated by the problems implied for structural equivalence.

For many important equational theories, static equivalence has been shown to be
decidable in [1]. More interestingly, some works have also been done to automate
observational equivalence. The ProVerif tool [7] automates observational equivalence
checking for the applied pi calculus (with process replication), but since the problem is
undecidable the technique it uses is necessarily incomplete. The tool aims at proving a
finer equivalence relation and relies on easily matching up the execution paths of the
two processes [8]. In his thesis, Baudet [6] presents a decision procedure for a similar
equivalence, called diff-equivalence, in a simplified process calculus. Examples where
this equivalence relation is too fine occur when proving the observational equivalence
required to show vote-privacy [15, 12]. Although our symbolic bisimulation is not com-
plete, we are able to conclude on examples where ProVerif fails. For instance, ProVerif
is unable to prove that the processes out(c, a) | out(c, b) and out(c, b) | out(c, a) are
bisimilar whereas of course we are able to deal with such examples. A more interesting
example, for which our symbolic semantics plays an important role is as follows.

Example 6.Consider the following two processes

P = νc1.(in(c2, x).out(c1, x).out(c2, a) | in(c1, y).out(c2, y))
Q = νc1.(in(c2, x).out(c1, x).out(c2, x) | in(c1, y).out(c2, a))

These two processes are labelled bisimilar and our symboliclabelled bisimilation
is complete enough to prove this. In particular, letP ′ = νc1.(out(c1, x

′).out(c2, a) |
in(c1, y).out(c2, y)) andQ′ = νc1.(out(c1, x

′).out(c2, x
′) | in(c1, y).out(c2, a)). The

relationR, that witnesses the symbolic bisimulation, includes

(P ; ∅ ; N) R (Q ; ∅ ; N)

(P ′ ; {νc1.0  x′ , gd(c2)} ; N′) R (Q′ ; {νc1.0  x′ , gd(c2)} ; N′)

(νc1.(out(c2, a) | out(c2, x
′)) ;

{νc1.0  x′ , gd(c2) , gd(c1)} ; N′)
R

(νc1.(out(c2, x
′) | out(c2, a)) ;

{νc1.0  x′ , gd(c2) , gd(c1)} ; N′)

The technique used in ProVerif will generally fail in the case where the two pro-
cesses take different branches at some point. This is the case in Example 6: after a
synchronisation (modelled by a communication on the private channelc1) between the
two parallel components of processP (resp.Q), the output action of the left component
of P matches the output action of the right component ofQ. This example is actually
inspired by the problems we encountered when we tried to verify privacy in electronic
voting protocols using ProVerif. In order to establish privacy of an electronic voting
protocol (according to the definition given in [15]), we needa bisimulation relation, as
the one described in this paper, which is coarse enough to allow processes to differ on
their structure. We think that our symbolic bisimulation iscomplete enough to deal with
many other interesting cases since other privacy and anonymity properties are facing the
same difficulty.



5.3 Future Work

The obvious next step is to study the equivalence of solutions for constraint systems
under different equational theories. Promising results have already been shown in [5]
for a significant class of equational theories but for constraint systems that do not have
disequalities. These results readily apply for deciding our symbolic bisimulation on
the fragment without else branches in conditionals. We planto implement an auto-
mated tool for checking observational equivalence. In particular we aim at automating
proofs arising in case studies of electronic voting protocols which currently rely on
hand proofs [12].
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